
MAKE YOUR MARK!

A TAPESTRY FOR GLASGOW



INTRODUCTION

Using the Glasgow Coat of Arms at a starting point, we want groups, families and

individuals to share their ideas of the things they think would make Glasgow a better

and safer place for everyone to live and work in. We’d then like you to make a picture of

your idea on a piece of square fabric using scissors, glue, stitches, card, buttons, fabric

- anything you want! 

Make Your Mark is an ongoing, at-home digital event that you can complete any time

you like! The project was created to engage people with the People’s Plan for Glasgow,

through crafts, bringing people together and working with our hands to show our

hopes, fears and dreams for Glasgow in fabric!

Your picture might be about what the different images in the coat of arms mean for you

as a result of your experience of living in Glasgow. Or it might be a picture of what you

hope and dream a better Glasgow would be. The picture can be any size up to 40 cm wide

and 40 cm length. 

We will then join together all the squares that have been made. 

This large picture will be a tapestry showing a re-imagined Glasgow. 

The idea is inspired from long standing traditions of tapestry, banner making, craft,

resistance, and activism. We will record the process of working together to produce the

tapestry, which is as important as the finished work. How we engage and work together

is part of creating a new way of organising that works for the people of Glasgow.

Glasgow City Council tell us that People Make Glasgow, so we want all people of all ages

and backgrounds to be visible in shaping the future of Glasgow. Creating the tapestry

will be a way to build connections between one another and our city, and show how we

can put people before profit.



BACKGROUND INFORMATION

WHAT IS THE PEOPLE'S PLAN FOR GLASGOW?

The People's Plan for Glasgow is a collaboration of organisations, campaigns and

individuals to co-create an alternative plan for people and the city. It seeks to grow

from the amazing work already being done locally on issues such as housing, migrant

justice, transport, city planning, equality, sustainability, health and economy. 

 

We’re working to build a strong alternative platform and explore ideas for a revitalised

local democracy which promotes ecological and social justice, to create a Glasgow that

works for people, the planet and future generations.



WHAT IS THE GLASGOW COAT OF ARMS?

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Glasgow Coat of Arms has inspired 
the following poem:

 
There’s the tree that never grew

 
There’s the bird that never flew

 
There’s the fish that never swam

 
There’s the bell that never rang

 

The Glasgow Coat of Arms is inspired by images relating to Glasgow’s patron saint,

known as Mungo. Glasgow’s Motto ‘Let Glasgow Flourish’ is taken from a sermon

preached by Mungo. The tree relates to a fire that Mungo started using one of it’s

branches. The bird is a robin, that Mungo brought back to life. The fish are salmon,

caught in the river Clyde. The story goes that the ring was given to the Queen by

her husband, the King. She gave it to a lover of hers, who threw it into the Clyde

river. Her husband demanded that she bring the ring to him, and she was helped

by Mungo, who caught the ring in the belly of a salmon, and returned it to the

Queen. 



HOW TO TAKE PART

Watch the video here! The video takes you through the process of 

somebody turning their ideas into a fabric square. 

Make your fabric square! Make more than one if you have lots of ideas!

You don’t need any particular skills to take part, be as creative as you like!

Keep in touch with us for updates on the project, and news about coming

together in person!

Pick up a pack! Packs of fabric scraps, materials and crafty tools are

available to be picked up from the Pearce Institute, where they have been

quarantined. You’re welcome to use these materials, or re-cycle old

materials you already have!

Get in touch with us using the contact information below. You can find

out more about the project, arrange a time to pick up a pack, and let us

know about any additional requirements you have!

Put your fabric square into the bag provided in your pack and return it

to the Pearce Institute, either by dropping it off, or by posting it using 

the prepaid envelope in your pack!

Keep an eye out on social media for digital artwork using your square!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lsUWmOVAE0


 

If you have any questions about the project or just want to learn more, please

contact us:

CONTACT INFORMATION

Ubuntu Women Shelter 

2.07, 2nd Floor, The Pearce Institute. 

840-860 Govan Road, Glasgow. 

G51 3UU

 

ADDRESS

PHONE

UBUNTU:

0141 440 2072

info@ubuntu-glasgow.org.uk 

or

 sanecollectiveglasgow@gmail.com

EMAIL


